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Database Tuning: Principles, Experiments, and Troubleshooting TechniquesMorgan Kaufmann, 2002
Tuning your database for optimal performance means more than following a few short steps in a vendor-specific guide.  For maximum improvement, you need a broad and deep knowledge of basic tuning principles, the ability to gather data in a systematic way, and the skill to make your system run faster.  This is an art as well as a science, and...
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The Art of Flash Animation: Creative CartooningWordware Publishing, 2007
There are a number of manuals available on Flash, but too many of them get bogged down in details about ActionScript or interactivity. Frustrated with wading through such information in other Flash manuals, author/illustrator Mark Stephen Smith set out to make the book he wished he had when he started learning Flash. This book is both a practical...
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Conceptual Analysis and Philosophical Naturalism (Bradford Books)MIT Press, 2009
Many philosophical naturalists eschew analysis in favor of discovering metaphysical truths from the a posteriori, contending that analysis does not lead to philosophical insight. A countercurrent to this approach seeks to reconcile a certain account of conceptual analysis with philosophical naturalism; prominent and influential proponents of this...
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Data Professionals at WorkApress, 2018

	
		Enjoy reading interviews with more than two dozen data professionals to see a picture of what it’s like to work in the industry managing and analyzing data, helping you to know what it takes to move from your current expertise into one of the fastest growing areas of technology today. Data is the hottest word of...
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Adobe Creative Suite 3 Web Premium All-in-One Desk Reference For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
The future looks bright for Web developers! With Adobe Creative Suite 3 Web Premium, you now have fantastic tools that enable you to create a wide array of content and graphics to deploy on a Web site that is dynamic and easy to maintain.
   Adobe Creative Suite 3 Web Premium All-in-One Desk Reference For Dummies is a hands-on,...
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Macromedia Dreamweaver 8 for Windows and Macintosh: Visual QuickStart GuidePeachpit Press, 2005
Even if you've never used Macromedia Dreamweaver before, this  Visual QuickStart Guide will have you up and running with Macromedia's popular  Web authoring program in no time. In this completely updated edition of our  best-selling guide to Macromedia Dreamweaver, leading technology authors Tom  Negrino and Dori Smith use their...
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Contagion and Chaos: Disease, Ecology, and National Security in the Era of GlobalizationMIT Press, 2009
Historians from Thucydides to William McNeill have pointed to the connections between disease and civil society. Political scientists have investigated the relationship of public health to governance, introducing the concept of health security. In Contagion and Chaos, Andrew Price-Smith offers the most comprehensive examination yet of...
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Fluids and Electrolytes DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2007
The balanced way to learn about fluids and electrolytes
Need a solid foundation in fluids and electrolytes but finding this complex subject difficult to permeate? Here's the solution! Fluids and Electrolytes Demystified makes everything so easy to understand, you'll feel like you're learning through osmosis.
...
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Cinematic Game Secrets for Creative Directors and Producers: Inspired Techniques From Industry LegendsFocal Press, 2008
Learn from TRUE GAME LEGENDS: Warren Spector - Founder of Origin Games, Ron Burke - Founder of GamingTrend, and Bob Sabiston of Flat Black Films...as they share their secrets on applying age-old cinematic film techniques to the greatest games of our time.     

       Cinematography for Games covers the space between the game and film...
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The All-Around Horse and RiderHowell Book House, 2004
Cinch today’s top new riding techniques
In the past twenty-five years, a number of major innovations in horse handling have gained acceptance in the global community. Now Howell presents a one-stop resource for amateur adult riders to help them understand the new approaches and implement them to achieve fast results. 

Written by...
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Sonic Interaction DesignMIT Press, 2013

	Sound is an integral part of every user experience but a neglected medium in design disciplines. Design of an artifact's sonic qualities is often limited to the shaping of functional, representational, and signaling roles of sound. The interdisciplinary field of sonic interaction design (SID) challenges these prevalent approaches by...
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